
THE 10 COMMANDMENTS OF
PRESENTATIONS & PITCHES

CUCO CONCEPTS

HOW MANY ARE YOU BREAKING? 

#1: 

Thou shalt inspire, educate, motivate and entertain and not simply

inform.  Keep your content engaging and consistent

#2

Thou shalt be original and present your big idea in an interesting and

unique way. Use strategic storytelling and visual messaging to

communicate data

#3

Thou shalt not touch Powerpoint or Prezi until you have Planned,

Planned, Planned

#4

Thou shalt refrain from using boring and generic, blurry, wonky

images and make sure your fonts are the same 
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#5

Thou shalt mercilessly select and edit

your content 

#6

Thou shalt use more than 10 slides for a

4 min pitch and no less than 30 for a

20min presentation and promise to not

use your bullet points as a prompter

#7

Thou shalt respect your audience's time

and always provide value without trying

to push for a sale

#8

Thou shalt speak the language of your

audience and not over-complicate your

message with silly buzzwords and jargon

#9

Thou shalt tell genuine, impactful,

memorable relatable stories that

provoke an emotional response from

your audience

#10

Thou shalt be authentic,, genuine and

even vulnerable with your audience.

Bring your enthusiasm as you share your

BIG idea

When sharing a presentation,

capturing the audience’s attention

from the get-go is key to making

your Big Idea memorable and your

presentation a success. You don't

need to follow the herd to be

heard. When everyone else goes

zig you want to zag. 

Ditch the dull, rambling, semi-

legible, bullet-point-ridden

presentations and change your

narrative. 

Tell a Strategic Story

One of the most effective ways to hold your

audience's attention and make your presentation

memorable is to tell a compelling story. 

Present for your audience not for yourself. 
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